2020+ FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR® UTILITY

PRODUCT OFFERING

PUSH BUMPERS

ITEM NUMBERS:
7170-0736-01 Steel with Standard Bar
7170-0736-02 Steel with Light Crossbar
7170-0736-03 Aluminum with Standard Bar
7170-0736-04 Aluminum with Light Crossbar

FEATURES:
• Center bar provides additional mounting space for lighting and sirens
• Designed with powder coated steel mounting brackets for additional strength and corrosion resistance
• Add Gamber-Johnson Side Light Brackets (7160-1435) for increased visibility

CARGO PARTITIONS

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1387-02 Steel Mesh

FEATURES:
• Mesh partition provides maximum visibility through rear window while securing equipment in the cargo area
• Flat panel allows for mounting of different fuse panels and various equipment
• Top brackets are designed to follow the contour of the vehicle maximizing space in the cargo area
• VDrain also available (Item No. 7400-0016)

Note: Does not work in rear floor pans for Hybrid and rear driver side of gas model vehicles for 2020 Ford Police Interceptor Utility

PASSENGER PARTITION

ITEM NUMBER:
7160-1376

FEATURES:
• Scratch resistant center window maximizes visibility
• Vented side wings provide ample air flow from front of vehicle to the rear
• Extended foot wells allow full range of seat motion for optimal comfort
• Compatible with Gamber-Johnson gun mounts

WINDOW GUARDS

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1338 Mesh Window Guard
7160-1411 Steel Window Bars

FEATURES:
• New LED mounting hole pattern on the Steel Window Bars for easy light installation
• Window Guards provide protection while still allowing maximum visibility
• Sold as a pair
CLOSE-TO-DASH MOUNTS

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1337
7160-1337-01 with 3” Arm Extension

FEATURES:
• Compatible with tablets and convertible laptop docking stations
• Easily mounts to the top of the console box using the 3-Hole pattern
• Compatible with tablets and convertible laptop docking stations
• Pair with one of our Mongoose® Motion Attachments for added flexibility
• NOTE: Compatible only with Gamber-Johnson product lines

ON-DASH MOUNTS

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1346
7160-1346-01 with 3” Arm Extension

FEATURES:
• Easily mounts to the OEM dash for a secure fit
• Mount comes with clevis pre-assembled
• One-handed operation to twist and tilt your tablet or device for easier viewing from both driver and passenger seat using the clevis – 90°of rotation
• Removable lower legs for use with several styles of consoles

VEHICLE BASE

ITEM NUMBER:
7160-1336

FEATURES:
• Quickly installs using the front passenger seat bolts
• Vehicle base positions the lower pole of the computer mount closer to the transmission hump to provide more room by the passenger
• Offset riser is included with the base to position the computer mount closer to the center
• Works around the HVAC duct that runs under the passenger seat
• Will not interfere with OEM console or seat levels

CONSOLE BOX AND KITS*

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1446 Low Profile Console Box Only
7170-0734-XX Low Profile Console Kits
7160-1335 Short Console Box Only
7160-1335-XX Short Console Kits
7160-1477 Full Depth Console Box Only
7170-0822-XX Full Depth Console Kits

FEATURES:
• Designed to mount to the existing mounting studs in the vehicle (6 locations)
• Threaded PEMs on side and rear accommodate arm rests
• Ships fully assembled (except for console accessories i.e. faceplate, 12V outlets, etc.)
• Includes three faceplates and three filler panels

*CVisit gamberjohnson.com for full listing of consoles and kits

CARGO STORAGE

ITEM NUMBERS:
7160-1480 Flip-Up Trunk Tray w/Gas Shock Assist
7160-1498 Trunk Vault Box
7160-1515 Trunk Vault Box Leg Kit

OUTFIT YOUR NEW 2020+ FORD POLICE INTERCEPTOR UTILITY FROM THE INSIDE OUT

READY TO MAKE A PURCHASE?
Find a dealer in your area:
gamberjohnson.com/FindAReseller

HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS?
Contact our experts:
sales@gamberjohnson.com